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Description:  Interview of George Shannon, WKU Class of 1974, author of children's books and 
storyteller regarding his books and visit to WKU in 1990. 
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 09/22/2010 
UA94.6.1.4 ~ Records Audiotape Recording List 
Media ID Start time Side Subject 
006-035 1 Background - growing up in Kansas, education, visiting library, lack of television   :  : 
036-052 1 Beginning of career - moved to Bowling Green, 1969 
053-082 1 Lizard's Song 1969 
083-130 1 Philosophy of writing children's books 
131-139 1 Improvising during storytelling, writing out loud 
140-163 1 Schedule of visit to WKU 
164-224 1 Unidentified story narrated by George Shannon from More Stories to Solve 
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